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An Historical and Current Status of Processing the Space
Shuttle:  A “Metrics-Based” Assessment
By Grant Cates
Abstract—After nearly twenty-years of operation and 100 flights, the space shuttle has amassed a
wealth of historical processing data. The data is currently being used to generate various
“metrics”—graphs, figures, charts, etc.—used to track continual improvement of the shuttle. This
paper displays and discusses everal key space shuttle metrics including: (1) the annual flight
rate—planned and actual; (2) time required to process the various flight hardware elements through
their respective processing facilities;  (3) ground processing hours required to produce space shuttle
missions; (4) the size of the ground processing workforce; (5) stress on the workforce as measured by
overtime and “work-time deviations”; (6) “cannibalizations” of hardware from one orbiter to another;
(7) success in landing at the planned landing site i.e. KSC; and (8) the Space Shuttle program’s annual
budget.  While this information is primarily used for assessing past performance of the shuttle, it can
also be used as an indicator for near term performance.  Such metrics will also serve as benchmarks for
future generations of reusable space vehicles. Opinions expressed herein are those of the author’s.
There are hundreds if not thousands of different ways to measure the performance of the space
shuttle.  Of these, a few have been chosen to provide a representative sample and a modest level of
insight. What these metrics demonstrate is that the shuttle made significant improvements during
the first few years of the post 1986 Challenger Accident return-to-flight era.
Flight Rate
The central purpose of the Space Shuttle program is to fly successful space shuttle flights or
missions.  Thus, the number of successful missions flown each year is arguably the most
important measurement of the health of the program. Figure 1: Equivalent Missions show the
number of successful missions processed during the Post Challenger Era.
Figure 1: Equivalent Missions 1
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The annual Equivalent Missions (EM) number is determined by allocating ground processing and
flight time from landing through the next flight of that vehicle to the year in which it was
processed.  For example, mission STS-95 required 148 days to process (includes on-orbit time).
The first 38 of those days were in Fiscal Year 1998, which represents 26 percent of the 148 days;
thus that year is credited with .26 EM.  By adding all missions processed in each Fiscal Year
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determines the EM figure for the year.  The Equivalent Mission figure provides a more
representative indicator of the annual workload then does the number of missions launched.
Planned versus Actual
After the Challenger Accident, NASA intended for the shuttle to reach a flight-rate of 12 per
year.  However, the targeted planned annual flight rate was lowered to 8 and subsequently 7 plus
or minus 1 as a cost-savings measure.  Fig  2: Fiscal Year Flight Rate Plan shows the planned
flight rate for future years at the start of each Fiscal Year.
Figure 2: Fiscal Year Flight Rate Plan 2
Fiscal Year Flight Rate Plan versus Actual
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From 1992 though 1997, the planned flight rate at the start of the year was typically achieved
with a delta of plus or minus one mission, as shown by Figure 2.  However, now that NASA has
entered the International Space Station assembly era, there has thus far been a larger delta between
planned versus actual flights.  Whether or not payload delays will continue to cause a decrease in
the planned flight rate in the future remains to be seen.
 Processing Cycle-Time
At the Kennedy Space Center where the shuttle is prepared for launch, there are five major
flight hardware processes that must be accomplished prior to each mission.  These are (1): stacking
of the Solid Rocket Motors/Boosters (SRBs); (2) mating of the External Tank (ET) between the
twin SRBs and subsequent flight closeouts; (3) preparations of the Orbiter in its Orbiter Processing
Facility (OPF); (4) mating of the Orbiter to the ET and the subsequent testing in the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB) prior to move to the launch pad; and (5) launch pad activities prior to
launch.  Historical data for the cycle-time for these processes are shown and discussed below.
SRB Stacking
Following the Challenger Accident, the solid rocket motor segments were redesigned and
emphasis was added to ensure that the segments were mated properly.  The first SRB stacking
flow required 72 days.  Since that first stacking operation, Figu e 3: SRB Stacking shows that
the stacking time was dramatically reduced.
Figure 3: SRB Stacking
